
To our COF volunteers,  

I have noticed that there is beauty in every corner of life. Maybe it is due to my age or 
may because I learned to appreciate life more.  To me, there is nothing more beautiful 
than watching an individual doing his/her best in whatever task one has chosen or 
given to do and enjoying it.   
 
I see a beauty in you, the student volunteers, who come every Monday to be with the 
buddies. While it is true that you had to do community service, you chose to be at 
COF. It is not easy to give up your Monday afternoon to work with challenging indi-
viduals. I appreciate the extra effort you put in to ensure that your buddy gets that 
stretching completed when we are exercising. I appreciate that when I yell, “Stay with 
your buddy,” though reluctantly, but politely, you respect what I ask and do accord-
ingly. I see the beauty in you when you accept your buddy’s faults, but you are able to 
smile and laugh with them and NOT at them. I see the beauty in you when you empa-
thize with our friends with caring eyes instead of sympathizing. I see the beauty in you 
when you radiate that message that families come in all shapes and forms and you 
realized that COF indeed is a family you have.   

I am encouraged by the fact that you are our future, you are our hope.  Some of you 
will graduate; the next time I see you, you will be matured college adults. Some of you 
will be returning to continue to build up your credential to succeed in life. But, what-
ever you choose to do in life, I hope that COF has taught you one thing – one of the 
happiest memories in life is the fulfillment of helping others.   

Take care and enjoy your summer break, you have earned it! 

Mrs. Leila Jung 

A Message from Teacher 
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What COF Taught Me 
  My name is Gloria Kwak and I am a senior in Diamond Bar 
High School. This is only my second year of Circle of Friends, but I am already 
about to reach the end of this program. Compare to other volunteers, I have 
joined this program late, however, within the short time in Circle of Friends, I 
have learned a lot and also it allowed me to make many valuable memories. 

First year in COF, as a volunteer my job was to take care of my 
buddy and I was responsible to stay with him all the time. Although I strug-
gled for few weeks, as I spend more times with them, I learned how to handle 
and to understand people with autism. Second year in COF, I wanted to get 
more involved in this program, so I then decided to apply for leadership and 
luckily, I became the music leader. In some ways, being leader was stressful 
because I had so much responsibilities and I needed strong leadership skills. 
However, I was also able to meet new people and learn diversity of ways to 
handle different autism. 
 Through Circle of Friends, I have learned many things and it allowed 
me to change. Before joining Circle of Friends, I did not know or heard about 
autism. However, after joining this program, I was able to understand and 
learn how to handle people with autism. Not only about the autism but I also 
learned to become more mature and responsible with my job. I have learned 
many lesson, however, I have also enjoyed helping and spending time with 
buddies and volunteers as well. 

When I think about leaving COF, I still can’t believe that I am going 
to leave this program. I will miss all the buddies, volunteers and everything I 
have done in COF. Volunteering at Circle of Friends was very valuable and 
unforgettable experience to me. I want to say thank you to Mrs. Kim and Mrs. 
Byun for giving me an opportunity to join and to learn many things through 
this program. I will never forget about memories I made and I will miss Circle 
of Friends forever.      
      -Gloria Kwak 

 COF and I 

 I was fourteen-years old when I first met five-year old Joshua at the church where COF gathered weekly. His ap-

pearance was unexpected because I was expecting a little boy, but instead, he looked a bit mature and heavier than most kids 

his age, had food stains all over his clothes, and a big smile across his face. Rarely did anyone come to COF with such eager-

ness, so I instantly thought Joshua was going to be easier than other buddies. 

 As a freshman in high school, I did not have the knowledge or experience of interacting with people who had spe-

cial needs, Joshua was my first exposure to someone with autism and I quickly learned that it would be hard not to get dis-

couraged with him for he was clumsy, uncooperative, and reclusive. He would end up spilling  his food or drink, and he would 

not want to participate in any of the activities. 

 Watching other volunteers grow close to their buddies saddened me because Joshua and I had not progressed since 

the first day we met. However, one day I was finally able to convince him to draw anything on his mind. Unlike other days, 

Joshua would draw hot dogs, hamburgers, and pizzas. I was surprised that and proud that Joshua understood what I was say-

ing  and of his accomplishments.  Although he was not able to communicate directly with others, through my guidance he 

had found a way to show his thoughts. 

 There were times when I felt so complete to watch him improve each week, and there were also times when I could 

only guess of a way to handle the circumstances we  found ourselves in. My most valuable lesson was at Chuck E. Cheese, 

where I got to learn that he was a lover of pizza, a game maniac, and a unique, yet ordinary five-year old boy. I hope to pass 

over this knowledge I gained from Joshua to my life in high school. Circle of Friends have awakened these aspects in me. 

           -Nicole Lee 

 

Senior’s Story 



My Buddy Jared 
My four-year-old buddy, Jared, is the cutest boy in Circle of Friends. His cute look grabs many of volunteers’ atten-

tion every Monday. Jared hugs them warmly with a smile or sometimes rejects them, just like any other four-year-old would 
do. Jared really loves arts and crafts time. He sometimes drags me to the arts and crafts room and watches other buddies 
make their weekly art project. With a single marker or crayon, he draws on every paper on the table. And with a little help 
from Stephanie, my partner, and I, he does a wonderful job on his art work.  Even though Jared acts normal, he slightly has 
autism.  

Jared lack communication skills. When children are about four-years-old, they usually talk fluently in full sentences 
and are able to express their feelings in words, but Jared cannot do this. Jared hardly talks and when he does, he speaks in 
short words such as “water” rather than “I want water”. In the beginning of the semester, Jared did not talk to Stephanie and 
me at all. He cried when he was annoyed and expressed what he needed with simple body languages and eye contacts. He 
still uses body languages, such as pointing, to tell us what he wants, but with our help, he talks in full sentences. For example, 
when he points to a ball, I make him say “Can I have the ball?” one word by one word, and he repeats it after me. Stephanie 
and I try to make Jared speak more often so that he can have full conversations with us without our help.    

 Many people with autism are sensitive with sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste and Jared is very sensi-
tive with “new things”. He does not wear new clothes, eat new food, or even try to meet new people. Jared cried for about a 
month when he saw Stephanie and me because we were new to him. It took us a while to make him recognize our faces and 
fully trust us. He still does not hug people he never saw. Jared also did not wear the COF shirt in the beginning. His mother 
had to make him wear it over the night to make him get used to the new shirt so that he could wear it on the day of COF. In 
order to make Jared get used to COF, Stephanie and I tried to make him have fun in COF so that he will want to come to COF 
every Monday, even though COF was new to him.  
 Jared is a wonderful buddy. He listens very well, behaves very well, and eats very well so he sometimes confuses 
me if he really has autism. I would like to have Jared as my buddy for all my COF years!   
           -Flora Kim 

My Buddy Eric 
 

 I feel like Eric was a perfect fit for me to have as a 

buddy. He made me appreciate my brother more and I 

learned how to build a good relationship with a buddy.  At 

first when I learned that Eric was going to be my buddy, I was 

worried that he was going to be hard to take care of and that 

I would be annoyed by him. But, I learned that I was wrong 

about him and I was able to learn about who he is. I learned 

that Eric is a kind of a lazy person who likes cars and loves 

food. Eric can’t communicate well, but I learned to under-

stand what he wants because he tries to tell me what he 

wants by pronouncing sounds and using hand motions. I also 

learned that I should appreciate my brother more because he 

can talk and do things on his own. Sometimes Eric can be a 

handful though; thankfully I have a great partner. My partner 

works well with Eric and helps me take care of him. Both of 

us feel that we have developed a friendship with Eric that we 

wouldn’t have imagined we would create. I have learned that 

I wasn’t the one teaching Eric, he was the one teaching me.

     -Jay Kim 

 

My Buddy Joshua 
 

 This year, I had the opportunity to be Joshua 
Kwon’s buddy. Josh’s image reflects pure innocence. As 
time passed by, I saw Josh is fairly dedicated in doing what 
he enjoys. In particular, he loves to draw and is actually 
quite talented in art. Although his disabilities may hinder 
him from achieving extraordinary dreams, as long as he 
pursues after what he loves to do, he holds the potential to 
grow independent and live life to the fullest. Even in a 
short span, Josh has grown a lot since the first time I met 
him. As he continues to grow, I hope to see him mature 
and always to live by faith. By God’s will, I believe anything 
is possible as long as we live by faith. Being a volunteer at 
COF is different from other volunteer work because you 
are able to engage in friendships with people with disabili-
ties. I am glad to have been able to be Josh’s volunteer 
because I felt like an older brother to him. I realized how 
important it is to be a good role model towards younger 
peers. As a volunteer at COF, it is possible to say I am re-
ceiving more than giving by the reward of more than com-
munity service hours. We are rewarded with the opportu-
nity to be a friend or even a role model. 
    -Chris Yang 

My Buddy (Friendship Award Recipients) 



Photo Gallery - Mondays @ COF 



Photo Gallery - Wednesdays 18+ Program 

 Group A @ DBHS - Handchime Performing & Award 



 18+ and Arts and Crafts 

 When I first joined Circle of Friends, the last thing I 

expected to do was bake cookies, cupcakes, and other pas-

tries for my fellow volunteers and buddies at my Wednesday 

18+ program. However, only a few months after I had first 

started volunteering in COF, I found myself taking out a tray 

of freshly baked sugar cookies for our buddies to decorate 

and other volunteers to enjoy. 

 I wasn’t alone in this endeavor, though. My close 

friend and fellow COF volunteer, Susie, and I were both in 

charge of organizing crafts and activities for our buddies to 

do. It had become this way when one day, Susie and I came 

up with the idea that our buddies required more hands-on 

and enjoyable activities. We soon took charge of the arts and 

crafts department of our Wednesday program. We consid-

ered the difficulty, price, and creativeness of every type of 

craft possible. Our ideas usually leaned toward the edible 

side, however. The buddies absolutely loved them. We 

would bake cookies, cupcakes, etc. for our buddies to deco-

rate to their heart’s content and eat it if they wished to do 

so afterwards. Not only did the buddies enjoy them, but the 

volunteers did as well. 

 To be completely honest, at first when I offered to 

take charge of the arts and crafts of the Wednesday program 

with my friend, I felt some hesitance and couldn’t help but 

think, “What am I signing up for?”. However, now I know 

exactly what I had signed myself up for. The look of excite-

ment that the buddies get when they find out that it’s time 

to decorate cookies or frost cupcakes is enough to make 

your heart melt. Their bright smiles and brilliant laughter 

when they take a bite of their finished product is contagious 

and one cannot help but join along. The preparations were 

far from what one could call easy, but in the end, it was 

worth it. With this in mind, I can’t help but wonder whether 

we, too, should view the world in such a simplistic way, so 

that we can find joy in the most basic of things.  

      -

Ellen Jeong 

 

Wednesday, a Better Monday 

 The Wednesday COF program has become an 

important part of my life and has helped me become a better 

volunteer. The volunteers are like one family because it is a 

small group. Everybody converses with each other and helps 

each other out when someone is in need. Everyone is always 

on task and playing with their buddies. When we first arrive, 

we eat with our buddies and talk to them about their week. 

Then, we go inside the room and do an activity. Afterwards, 

we exercise and do an outdoor activity. Finally, we play board 

games inside. The buddies like all the activities that we do 

and the volunteers enjoy it too. Occasionally, we go to Round 

1 to break away from our ordinary routine. We play arcade 

games with our buddies or we go bowling. I have learned a 

lot about my buddy and the other buddies too. I learned that 

my buddy loves cars. I encourage people to join Wednesday 

COF because it is a great experience and might be better for 

some people who feel that the Monday COF isn’t for them. I 

hope I can be a part of Wednesday COF next year. 

      

     -Jay Kim 

COF 18+ Program on Wednesday 



 

First Year of COF 

 This year was my first year at COF. It has changed 

the way I looked at people with disabilities. When I first met 

Sean, it was my first day at COF. He was shy and he cared 

about his brother Dean more than he cared about himself. My 

first day of COF with Sean was me asking him questions about 

his day and school through a tightly closed door, without 

getting any response. It became better as each day of COF 

went by. He taught me how to play tickle tag and eventually 

we became close with each other. Next semester, I was 

assigned to be Jared’s buddy. He would chase his mom as she 

left and started to cry on the parking lot when he could not 

catch up to her. I just stood there without knowing what to do 

when he reached out to me. It was a strange feeling, but it 

was not bad. Now, he says bye to his mom without crying. 

Both Sean and Jared have taught me how to be patient and 

how to never judge a person by their first impressions. I would 

like to thank both of them for being my buddy. 

      

           -Stephanie Bae 

 
Not a Babysitter but a Friend 

 
All of my experiences at COF had been ordinary 

until one day- this was a day when I learned a valuable 
lesson. As everyone went through their weekly activities 
on Wednesday, I had a hard time trying to keep my buddy 
at that time, concentrated on his tasks at hand. While we 
were doing taekwondo as a learning activity, my buddy 
would not carefully listen to the instructor explain about 
the stretching, the hand motions, and the kicks. He was 
distracted. So, I had to repeatedly tell my buddy to follow 
the instructor’s directions and show him how to stretch or 
how to do a kick. However, he became frustrated that 
some concepts we were learning were hard and gave up a 
little. I understood that taekwondo may be slightly hard 
for my buddy, but I kept encouraging him to continue. 
After a while, my buddy suddenly sat down. I knew he had 
tried his best, so I was proud of him. This was when I no-
ticed that my buddy was tired, but I became stubborn and 
made him continue. Without suspecting anything, I helped 
my buddy back up. But, he slightly pinched my arm and I 
pulled back in shock. Since it was just a little pinch, I did 
not inform anyone. I thought that he was only stressed 
from the tiring activity and that I pushed him to work too 
hard.  Later on during recreational time, my buddy ran out 
of the room, as he usually wanders off. I knew that you 
have to supervise your buddy at all times, so I followed 
him outside. I constrained my buddy from straying from 
the room with all of the others. When I was leading him 
back and away from the parking lot, my buddy suddenly  
stopped. He grabbed my arm tightly with his hand before I 
could react, and he would not let go. I struggled to pull 
away but my buddy was too strong. Luckily, someone else 
saw us even in the pitch dark, at night, and tugged my 
buddy’s hand away from my arm. I was so surprised that I 
couldn’t stop crying until the end of COF. My arm was in 
pain for only a few minutes, but I was just so shocked that 
my buddy was capable of that much strength and anger. 
As his parents apologized to me several times, I felt guilty 
because my buddy was punished. And then, it hit me. I 
was practically responsible for that incident. I should have 
realized that my buddy was stressed- that he needed time 
to relax because like any other human being, being 
watched over for 3 hours is not fun. My buddy didn’t want 
a babysitter; he wanted a friend that could help him.  I 
decided to forgive my buddy because his apology cleared 
away all my grudges. All of our buddies go to COF in 
search of a friend, someone that will both help them in 
their time of need and give them new, enjoyable experi-
ences. 
     
               -
Elizabeth Kim  

New Volunteers’ Story 
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Special Thanks Goes To: 

● 한상 

● 옹고집 

● 예산집 

● 신원 

● 김태순 재활의원 

● 사랑한의원 

● Private Donations 
● Good Shepard Presbytarian Church 
● Cerritos Mission Church 
● Noxxon Enterprise 
● Lee’s Review 
● Lamb’s Auto Center 
● The teachers who inspire us 
● The mothers who support and feed us 
  

THANK YOU EVERYONE! 

 

    Love, COF 

 

Find us online at www.cof4u.org 

Circle of Friends in Love / www.cof4u.org         1816 S. Desire Avenue, Rowland Heights, CA 91748  


